
SHIP MANAGER
For use with FedEx and UPS - Speed up your entire shipping process! MCFTech can quickly show users how their 

application is currently configured and the 
impact of changes made. The Schema Tool 
by MCFTech brings you the visibility you 
need for your Quickbase applications.

VERSION CONTROL
The robust version control removes the
guesswork and tedious management of
Quickbase applications. Database
documentation now becomes a breeze.
The Schema Tool tracks and logs
numerous details for each application,
including formula revisions and various
activities. Change management is now
more effectively controlled with the Schema 
Tool, which also keeps staff updated easily.

EFFICIENTLY MANAGE
Users of the Schema Tool derive the 
most value when they know what to audit 
and analyze. Combining the Quickbase 
knowledge and expertise of MCFTech with 
the Schema Tool equips users to locate and 
identify potential issues. Further, we help 
users learn how to address those issues to 
maximize all their Quickbase applications.

MCFTech experts bring logic to the 
results to help users determine “red flags” 
or approaches that do not comply with 
industry best practices. The Schema 
Tool can also help in Entity Relationship 
Diagram (ERD) creation by pulling 
relationships from Quickbase and pre-
defining elements.

 Cross-references code 
pages to all tables and fields 
to determine granular usage 
and exceptional change 
management

 Utilizes data and models 
it into an application that 
generates a report. This 
report shows all tables, fields, 
and log references for easy 
documentation

 Audits permission and 
security models from Quickbase, 
linking custom permissions to 
fields used. Can track changes 
and output a high-level summary 
report for review

 Retrieves data from a 
Quickbase application, 
aggregates, and performs 
analysis

 Calculates accurate size 
statistics on every table to 
highlight performance and size 
risks easily

 Boards users in bulk to a 
new application, with admins 
controlling both role and settings 
to send a Quickbase invite

 Tracks schema updates to 
the application such as fields 
deleted and user role changes

MCF Ship Manager is integrated with a Quickbase application. This will allow users 
to process a shipment and with details including recipient address, shipping service, 

package weight, value, and more, all written back to your Quickbase record.
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